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Abstract 
This paper studies the relation between the connectivity and other parameters of a bipartite 
(di)graph G. Namely, its order n, minimum degree 6, maximum degree A, diameter D, and 
a new parameter f related to the number of short paths in G. (When G is a bipartite - -  
undirected - -  graph this parameter turns out to be f=(g -  2)/2, where g stands for its girth.) 
Let n(A, f )  = 1 + d + d 2 +. . -  + A f. As a main result, it is shown that if n > (6 - 1){n(A, f )  + 
n(A, D-  f -  1 ) -  2} + 2, then the connectivity of the bipartite digraph G is maximum. Similarly, 
if n > (3 -  1 ){n(A, f )+n(A ,D-  f -  2)}, then the arc-connectivity of G is also maximum. Some 
examples how that these results are best possible. Furthermore, we show that analogous results, 
formulated in terms of the girth, can be given for the undirected case. 
1. Introduction 
The study of connectivity properties in graphs and digraphs has some applications 
to the design of reliable communication or interconnection etworks. In particular, it 
is interesting to have sufficient conditions for a (di)graph to be maximally connected; 
see, for instance, the survey of Bermond et al. [3]. A special case of this problem 
consists in considering large (di)graphs, that is with large number of vertices, since 
they have been widely studied as good models for interconnection networks with small 
transmission delay. 
The rest of this section is devoted to recall the basic concepts and results used later. 
In Section 2 we study the connectivity of large bipartite digraphs. Finally, in Section 3 
a similar study is carried out for (undirected) bipartite graphs. In this case the results 
are given in terms of the girth. To deal with the more general case of digraphs, we 
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use the so-called parameter Y, which can be thought of as a generalization of the 
girth. This parameter was introduced in [5, 9] in the context of connectivity problems, 
and it is defined from the number of short paths that exist between every pair of 
vertices. 
We only deal with simple digraphs. Thus, G=(V,A),  V=UotAU1, will usually 
denote a bipartite digraph with (finite) partite sets of vertices U0, U1, and a set of 
(directed) arcs A, which are distinct elements of either U0 x U1 or Uz × U0. For 
any pair of vertices x, yE  V, a path xxlx2...Xn_ly from x to y, where the ver- 
tices are not necessarily distinct, is called an x--* y path. The distance from x to 
y, will be denoted by dG(x,y) or just d(x, y) if this does not lead to confusion, and 
D =D(G)=maXx, y~V {d(x,y)} stands for the diameter of G. The distance from x to 
F C V, denoted by d(x,F), is the minimum over all the distances d(x, f ) ,  f EF. The 
distance from F to x, d(F,x), is defined analogously. 
The maximum number of vertices, N(A,D), of a bipartite digraph with maximum 
degree A ~ 1 and diameter D (Moore bound) is 
2 AD+1 - 1 D odd, 
A 2 - 1 ' 
N(A,D) 
2 AD+I - A 
A 2 -1  ' Deven. 
In [10] it was shown that this bound can be attained only when D~<4. In that paper 
a construction was presented that yields a family of bipartite digraphs with order close 
to the Moore bound. Namely, given any positive integers d, n, with d ~< n, the bipartite 
digraph BD(d,n) has a set of vertices V =Z 2 x Z n = {(~, i); ~ E Z2, i E Zn}, and each 
vertex (a,i) is adjacent to the vertices of the set 
r+(~, i )={(~, ( -1 ) 'd ( i+~)+t) ;  t=0,1 , . . . ,d -  1}, 
where O= 1 and i-=0. When D=3,4  and n=d D-1 + d D-3, the digraph BD(d,n) 
has diameter D and hence its order attains the Moore bound ]V[ =2n=N(d,D) .  For 
D~>5, the order of the digraphs BD(d,d ° - I  + d D-3) is larger than (d  4 - 1)/d 4 times 
the Moore bound. 
Throughout he paper, the bipartite digraph G is assumed to be (strongly) con- 
nected. Hence 6(G)>>. 1. Our concern is the study of the (strong) connectivity and 
arc-connectivity, x = x(G) and 2 = 2(G) of those bipartite digraphs which have many 
vertices for a given maximum degree A and diameter D. For general digraphs some 
recent work has shown that, roughly speaking, the larger the order the larger is the 
connectivities. 
For instance, Imase et al. [13] proved the following implications: 
t¢ < ~ ~ n<~c{n(A,D- 1) + A}, 
2<6 =:~ n<.2{n(A ,D-2)+ A+ I}, 
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where n(d ,D)= 1 + A + A 2 + . . .  + A D. From these results we have the following 
sufficient conditions for G to be maximally connected: 
r¢=6 
2=6 
if n > (6 - 1){n(A ,D-  1) + A}, 
if n > (6 -  1){n(A ,D-  2) + A + 1}. 
As we have said above, to study the connectivity of digraphs, a new parameter 
related to the number of short paths was used in [5] (see also [9]): 
Definition 1.1. For a given digraph G = (V,A) with diameter D, let d=•(G), 1~<: ~<D, 
be the greatest integer such that, for any x, y E V, 
(a) if d(x, y) < E, the shortest x ~ y path is unique and there are no x ~ y paths 
of length d(x ,y )  + 1; 
(b) if d(x, y) -- E, there is only one shortest x ~ y path. 
For general digraphs the following results, involving this parameter, were given 
in [5]. They intuitively show that the smaller the diameter the larger are the connec- 
tivities. 
D~<2E- 1 ~ ~c=6, (1) 
D~2(~ 2=6.  (2) 
In [6, 7] the ideas involved in the above results were grouped to give some mixed- 
type conditions (involving both the order n and the parameter f )  to attain high con- 
nectivities. For instance, in the case of d-regular digraphs these conditions are the 
following: 
x=d if n > dD-'~+l + 2dl - 2d + l, (3) 
2=d if n>d D-t+2d-2 .  (4) 
Very little work has been done concerning bipartite digraphs until now. In the case 
of bipartite d-regular digraphs, Aider [1] proved the following results: 
~c=d if n > 2(d ° - I  - 1), (5) 
) .=d if n>2d 0-2, (6) 
which can be compared with (3) and (4) for f = 1. 
Since between any two vertices of a bipartite digraph there are no paths whose 
lengths differ by one, the definition of the parameter f can be simplified by saying that it 
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is the greatest integer such that, for any pair of vertices x, y C V at distance d(x, y)<~ f, 
the shortest x ~ y path is unique. Regarding such a parameter, the corresponding results 
to (1) and (2) for bipartite digraphs were given in [8]: 
D~<2E ~ x=6,  (7) 
D~<2d+lo2=6.  (8) 
Similar notation and results apply for (undirected) graphs, and some of them will 
be reviewed in the last section. 
For all definitions not given here we refer the reader to the books of Chartrand and 
Lesniak [4] and Harary et al. [12]. 
2. Large bipartite digraphs 
This section is devoted to derive some new mixed-type conditions for bipartite di- 
graphs to have high connectivities. These conditions both unify and improve the previ- 
ously known results from Aider [1] and the authors [8]. First, let us consider the case 
of (vertex) connectivity. 
Theorem 2.1. Let G = (V,A), V = Uo tA U1, be a bipartite digraph with connectivity x,
order n, maximum and minimum degrees A and 6, respectively, diameter D and 
parameter (. Then, 
(i) /f6~>3, ~<6~n<<.x{n(A , f )+n(A ,D- f -1 ) -2}+2;  
(ii) / f6=2,  x<2~n<~n(A, f )+n(A ,O- ( -  1) -  I+½{A ~+l --AD-~-l}. 
Proof. To prove (i) let F be a minimum disconnecting set of G, so that [FI = x. Then, 
the set V\F can be partitioned into two disjoint nonempty sets V-, V + such that G-F  
has no arcs from V- to V +. Let the vertices of V- and V + be, respectively, partitioned 
into subsets V,., 1 ~< i ~< p, and jV ~, 1 ~<j ~< #', according to their distance to and from F, 
that is, g//= {xc V-: d(x,F)=i} and jV'={xC V+: d(F,x)=j}, (V0= Vo'=F). Note 
that [Vi[~<AIV/_I[, l~<i~<p, and I~'l~<zl~',l, ~<j~<#'. As any path from V- to V + 
goes through F, the distance from a vertex in V u to one in V/ is at least p + #' and 
hence D~># + #'. Without loss of generality, suppose p ~<#' (if not, use the converse 
digraph of G). 
Under the above conditions, it is proved in [5] and also in [8] that if p ~< f -  1 then 
IF[ = x~>6, contradicting our hypothesis. Hence we can assume that p~>f and, hence, 
lZ<~pl<~D -- p<~D - [. 
(a) p~>E + 1. Then p~<~D-p<~D-[ -  1. 
(a.1) If VD~_t_I=0, that is, if I /<~D-  ~-  2, as [V/[~<A[~-I[, l<~i<~p, and 
[~'[~<A[ sV/_l[, l~<j~<p', the order n=[V[ of G must satisfy 
/t / /  
n = E [Vii + E ]~'1-  [Fl<~x{n(A,tO+n(A,P') - 1} 
i=0 /=0 
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since 
~< x{n(A,g) +n(A ,D-  ~-  2) -  1} =x{n(A , / )+n(A ,D-  ~-  1) -  2} 
+t¢(i=¢+1 ~ Ai -AD-¢ - I+  1} <~tc{n(A , ( )+n(A ,D- ( -1 ) -2} ,  
A u+l - A ¢+1 AD_t_  1 A - 2 A e+l 1 + A D-E- I  ~< 1 - - -  ~<0, 
A -1  A -1  A -1  
becauseD-E-1  >~+1.  
(a.2) If Fo'¢_ 1 # 0 we can consider a vertex y E F9'__¢_ 1 . As all the paths from x E F u 
to y go through F, it must be d(x ,y )>~d(x ,F )+d(F ,y )=g+D-( -  1~>(+ 1 + 
D-  ( -  1 =D. Therefore,/~=E+ 1. Moreover, for all x E V¢+l, F+(x)C V¢; otherwise, 
let x~C F+(x)fq F¢+I. As before, all the paths from x t to y go through F, and also 
d(x', y)  =D.  Then, we would have two different paths from x to y, one of length D and 
the other, xx' -~ y, of length D + 1, being impossible in a bipartite digraph. Hence, for 
all x E VE÷I, F+(x) C Ve, which implies that 1~+11 ~< A/6[ V~[. In a similar way, we prove 
that for any vertex y E VD~_t_I, t - (y )  C Z~'_e_ 2, and therefore I VD~_¢_1 [~< A/6[ VD~¢_ 2[. 
In this way we obtain that 
since 
( D-(--2 
n=ZlV"l+ Z I~'i-IFI+IV~+,I+IVL~-li 
i=0 j=0 
<~x{n(A ,E)+n(A ,D-E -2) -  1}+~{A + 
x{~:+~ Ao_:_l} AO_:_l} -=~c{n(A ,~)+n(A ,D-E -1) -2}+-~ + +to{1 -
~< x{n(A,/) + n(A,D - ? - 1) - 2}, 
~{A1 ~+1 _~_ Ao-¢ - I}  q- 1 - Ao -g - I  - TA¢+I AD-¢- I  (6 - I)----v--- + 1 
o 
A¢+I A¢+I 
(6 - l ) - -w-  + 1 
6 o 
A[+I 
= (2 - 6 ) - - -7 -  + 1 ~<o, 
0 
because D >~ 2f + 2 and fi >/3. 
(b) #=f .  Then/~'~<D- E, and from (7) we have D>~2E+ 1 because x < 6. Now, 
for all x C V~, F+(x) n Ve # 0; otherwise, let xl . . . . .  x6 be 6 of its out-neighbours, and 
fl E F the vertex at minimum distance from xi. Then, as IFI < 6 there would be two 
different paths of length ~, namely, xxi ~ f and xxj ~ fj, where i # j ,  f = J), which 
contradicts the definition of the parameter (. This fact implies that V~_ l = 0 since G 
is bipartite. Furthermore, the maximum cardinality of Ve V Vz~_t_ 1 can be reduced by 
at least x - 2. Indeed, given x E Vl, let xl . . . . .  x6 be 6 of its out-neighbours. Some of 
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them must be in Ve, which means that there are f ,  f t  E F such that d(x, f )  = E + 1 
and d(x, f ' )  = E. Therefore, F0 = F N U0 ~ 0 and F1 = F A U1 ¢ ~. Let F0 = { f  . . . . .  fr}, 
F1 = {fi+l . . . . .  fK}; consider the two following cases. 
(b. 1) I f  the diameter D is odd, we know that the vertices of the same partite set are 
at distance at most D - 1. Hence, the shortest paths j~ ~ f ,  h = 2 . . . . .  r, and J~ ~ f~, 
h =r+ 1 .... , x -  1 must be of  length ~<D- 1. These paths must have some arc (yh,xh) 
with their initial vertex Yh in some Vj~, 0~<jh ~<D-  f -  1, and their terminal vertex in 
some Vih, 0~<ih ~<(. In fact, it must be O<~jh <~D-E-2 or O<<.ih <~f- 1; on the contrary, 
if Yh E V~_¢_ 1 and xh E ~, we would have D-  1 >~ d(fh, f )  = d(fh, Yh)+ 1 +d(xh, f )  ~ D, 
being f = f or f = f~, which is a contradiction. Let us consider the following possible 
cases: 
• If, for some h, Yh E Vj~, O<~jh<~D-E-2, then [Vj~+ll<<.xAJh+l-1, so that [VD~_t_t[ ~< 
xA D-l-1 - 1. 
• If, for some h, yh E VD~_t_I, then xh E V/, with 0~<i~<f-1 and, as before, [VeI~<xA~- 1. 
• If, for some hi . . . . .  hm, Yh, . . . . .  Yh, =Yh E V~_~_ 1, then xh E V/, 0~<i~<f - 1, and 
[V~_~_~I<~A D-~-~ - (m - 1), hence [V~[ + [V~,_I[~<~c(A e + A D-~- l ) -  m. 
Therefore, from the above we conclude that for each yh, h = 2 . . . . .  r, r + 1 . . . . .  x -  1, 
the maximum cardinality of  the set V~ U Vz~_~_ l is reduced by at least one. Thus, 
{--1 D-d -2  
n ~ Vr' ~--~lg, I + ~ IVj'l- IFI + I~;I +l z~-~-ll 
i=0 j=0 
<~ x{n(A , f -  1)+n(A ,D-~-2) -  1 +Ae+A D-e- l}  - (x -2 )  
= tc{n(A,f) + n(A,D - E -1 )  - 2} + 2. 
(b.2) I f  the diameter D is even, the vertices of  different partite sets are at distance 
at most D - 1. So, we now consider the shortest paths J~ + f ,  h = r + 1 . . . . .  x - 1, 
and J~ + f~, h = 2 . . . . .  r. Then, reasoning as before, we obtain the desired result. 
(ii) When 6---2, let F = { f}  be a minimum disconnecting set. Then p ~> f + 1; oth- 
erwise, if p=f  it must be F+(x)NVe¢O for all xE  V~, because there is a unique 
shortest path from x to f of  length (.. But in this case let x 'E  F+(x)fq Ve, then 
d(x ' , f )  = f and there would be one path from x to f of  length f, and another 
xx'---, f path of length f + 1, which is not possible in a bipartite digraph. There- 
fore, E+ l~<p~<p'~<D- / t~<D-  E -1 ,  D~>2~+2.  Besides, for all xE  V u, it must 
be F+(x) n V u = 0; otherwise we would have one path from x to f of  length p and 
another one of length # + 1, being impossible in a bipartite digraph. Then I Vul ~< AU/2. 
Similarly, for all y E Vu~,, V-(y)n v.' =~, and hence [Vu~, ] <~AU'/2. Thus, 
#--1 ,u'-- I 
n = ~lV~l + ~ lv / [ -  IFI + IVu[ + Iv~',l 
i=0 j=0 
A u + A D-u 
<~n(A,#-  1 )+n(A ,D- I * -  1) -  1 + 
2 
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=n(A,d)+n(A ,D-d -1) -  l + 
A u - A t+ l  AD-¢  _ AD-~ A ~ ÷ A D-u 
+ 
A-1  A -1  2 
1 g+l  AD-d--1 }, <~ n(A,d) + n(A ,D-  d -  1) -  1 + i{A - 
since the function f(l~)=AU + A °-~' is decreasing on the interval [d + 1, 
D-d -  1]. [] 
The following corollary, which is just a restatement of the above theorem, gives 
a sufficient condition on the number of vertices for any bipartite digraph G to have 
maximum connectivity. 
Corollary 2.2. Let G=(V,A), V= Uo U U1, be a bipartite digraph with connectivity tc, 
order n, maximum and minimum degrees A and 6, respectively, diameter D and 
parameter d. Then, 
(i) x = 6 /f 6 >.--3 and n > (6 - 1){n(A,d) + n(A,O - d - 1) - 2} + 2; 
I {Ad+I  __ AD- ( - I} .  (ii) x=2 1 f6=2 andn >n(A ,d)+n(A ,D-d -  1) -  1 + 
Moreover, if G is d-regular we get the following condition for G to be maximally 
connected. 
Corollary 2.3. Let G=(V,A),  V= Uo U U1, be a d-regular bipartite digraph with 
connectivity to, order n, diameter D and parameter f. Then, 
(i) ~c=d /fd~>3 and n > d D-¢ + d ¢+1- 2d + 2; 
(ii) ~c = 2 /f d = 2 and n > 3(2 ~ + 2 D-¢-2 - 1 ). 
Note that when f= l ,  the above result improves Aider's condition (5). We have 
some particular examples howing that this result is best possible. For instance, Fig. 1 
shows a 3-regular bipartite digraph with diameter D = 3, which has order n = d D-1 + 
d 2 - 2d + 2 = 14 and connectivity x = 2. Examples of 2-regular bipartite digraphs are 
illustrated in Fig. 2. 
By applying the so-called line digraph technique to Theorem 2.1, we can also obtain 
a sufficient condition on the number of arcs for G to have maximum arc-connectivity. 
First, we briefly recall the basic facts about line digraphs. In the line digraph LG of a 
digraph G, each vertex represents an arc of G. Thus, V(LG)= {uv: (u, v)CA(G)}; and 
a vertex uv is adjacent o a vertex wz iff v = w, that is when the arc (u, v) is adjacent 
to the arc (w,z) in G. For any k > 1 the k-iterated line digraph, LkG, is defined 
recursively by LkG=LLk-IG. From the definition it is evident that the order of LG 
equals the size of G, [V(LG)[ = IA(G)[, and that their minimum degrees coincide, 
6(LG)=6(G)=6.  Moreover, if G is d-regular (6 - (x )=6+(x)=d,  for any xC V), 
d > 1, and has order n and diameter D, then LkG is also d-regular and has din 
vertices and diameter 
D(LkG) = D(G) ÷ k. (9) 
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Fig. 1. A 3-regular bipartite digraph on 14 vertices with diameter 3 and connectivity 2.
Fig. 2. Two 2-regular bipartite digraphs on 8 and 14 vertices with connectivity 1.
See, for instance, Fiol et al. [11] and Reddy et al. [15]. In fact, (9) still holds for 
any strongly connected igraph other than a directed cycle, see Aigner [2]. In [5] it is 
shown that for any digraph G different from a cycle the parameter Y also satisfies an 
equality like (9). Namely, 
:(LkG) = :(G) + k. (10) 
Recalling that a digraph is bipartite if and only if its line digraph is, we are ready now 
to state the above-mentioned conditions on the size of G. 
Corollary 2.4. Let G = (V,A ), V= Uo U (I1, be a bipartite digraph with arc-connectivity 
2, size m, maximum and minimum degrees A and 6, respectively, diameter D and 
parameter :. Then, 
(i) i f6~>3,2<6~m<<.2{n(A , :+ l )+n(A ,D- : - l ) -2}+2;  
1 {A:+2 _ Az~- : - l} .  (ii) i f f i=2 ,2<2~m<<,n(A ,Y+l )+n(A ,D- : - l ) - l+  
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. .7  ' _), 
Fig. 3. A 3-regular bipartite digraph on 16 vertices with diameter 4 and arc-connectivity 2. 
Proof. Suppose that the result is not true. Then there would be a bipartite digraph G 
with m arcs, parameters 6, A, •,D and arc-connectivity 2 < 6 such that 
m > 2{n(A, f  + l )+n(A ,D- f  -1 ) -2}  + 2. 
Then, the line digraph of G, LG, would have nP= m vertices, minimum degree 
6, maximum degree A, diameter D' =D + 1, parameter f t=  f + 1, and connectivity 
x '= 2 < 6, satisfying 
n' > ~c' {n( A, E') + n( A,D' - ( '  - 1) - 2} +2,  
which contradicts Theorem 2.1. The case 6 = 2 is proved similarly. [] 
When the digraph G is d-regular it has m =dn arcs and we get the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 2.5. Let G=(V,A) ,  V=Uo U U1, be a d-regular bipartite digraph with 
arc-connectivity 2, order n, diameter D and parameter E. Then, 
2=d if n > d ° - t - l  + d t+l - 2. 
When f = 1, the above result improves Aider's condition (6). Fig. 3 shows a 3-regular 
bipartite digraph with diameter D = 4, order n - -d  D-2 +d 2 -  2 = 16 and arc-connectivity 
2 = 2, which shows that this result is best possible. 
Let G be a d-regular bipartite digraph (d > 1 ) of order n, diameter D, and f (G)= ~. 
From the above results we can deduce the following sufficient condition for the 
k-iterated line digraph to be maximally connected. 
Corollary 2.6. Let G = ( V,A ), V= Uo U U1, be a d-regular, d > 1, bipartite digraph 
with arc-connectivity x and 2, respectively, order n, diameter D and parameter & 
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Then, 
dD-~-2d+2. (i) tc (LkG)=d/ fk  > log d n_dt+, , 
d D-e-1-2 
(ii) 2(LkG)--- d /f  k > log d ,_d~÷, . 
From the above corollary we have the following results to be compared with (7) 
and (8): 
x(LkG) =d if k >~D - d - loga(n - dl+l), 
2(LkG) = d if k ~>D - ( - 1 - 1ogd(n -- d/+1). 
An upper bound on the number of vertices for any bipartite digraph G with arc- 
connectivity 2 < 6 can be obtained by using a direct reasoning, which is similar to 
that used in the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 2.7. Let G =(V,A), V= U0 U U1, be a bipartite digraph with arc-connectivity 
2, order n, maximum and minimum degrees d and 6, respectively, diameter D and 
parameter f. Then, 
2<6 =¢, n<<.2{n(A , f )+n(A ,D- f -2 )} .  
Proof. Let E be a minimum arc-disconnecting set of G, i.e. [El = 2, and consider the 
two disjoint vertex sets F = {f ,  ( f ,  f ' )  E E} and F '  = { f ' ,  ( f ,  f ' )  E E}. Then define 
V-, V +, V/={xE V-: d(x ,F )= i} ,  0~<i~<#, and Vj '={xE V+: d(F ,x )= j} ,  O<~j<~#', 
as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 (now V0 =F and Vo ~ =F) .  Hence p + #'+ 1 ~<D and it 
can be assumed p~<#~. As in Theorem 2.1, it can be proved (see [8]) that if #~<d-  1 
then IEI =2~>6, contradicting our hypothesis. Hence, we can assume that #~>f and, 
therefore, p <~ p' <~ D - # - 1 <~ D - ( - 1. 
(a) p f>~+ 1. Then #t~D-#-1  ~<D-d-2 .  If V~_t_ 2 =0,  that is, if #t-. .<D-t~-3, 
the order n = ]V[ of  G must satisfy 
n = Z ig [  + ~-~ I V/[ ~< 2{n(A, #) + n(A, #')} < 2{n(A, #) + n(A, D - e - 3)} 
i=0 j=0 
=2{n(A , ( )+n(A ,D- f -2 )}+2 ~ A -A  D-:-2 
i=d+l 
~< 2{n(A, f )  + n(A,D - f - 2)}, 
because 
A~+I _ A~+I AD_:_ 2 <~ 2 -- A AD_d_ 2 A :+l 
- - - < ~ 0 .  
A-1  A -1  A -1  
If V~_t_ 2 # 0 we can consider a vertex y E Vz~_~_ 2. As all the paths from x E V~ to 
y go through E, it must be d(x, y)  >>. d(x, F )+ 1 + d(F ,  y)  = p + 1 +D-  ~-2  >1 D. There- 
fore, ~t = d + 1. Moreover, for all x E Ve+l, F+(x) C Vt; otherwise, let x ~ E F+(x) fq Vt+l. 
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As before, all the paths from x' to y go through E and also d(x ' ,y )=D.  Then, 
we would have two different paths from x to y, one of length D and the other, 
xx ' -+ y, of length D + 1, being impossible in a bipartite digraph. Hence, for all 
x E VE+1, F+(x)C  V<, which implies that IVt+II~<A/~IVtl. Similarly, we prove that for 
all vertex y E V~_:_ 2, r - (y )  c v~_:_ 3 and therefore [Vz~_:_2l <~ A/(~IV~_:_3I. In this 
way we obtain that 
: D- - : -3  
V/ n = EIV/I + E [VJ '1 + [Vg+ll '[-I D-:-2[ 
i=0 j=0 
<~ 2{n(A, : )  + n(A,D - : - 3)} + ~{A :+1 + A D-:-2 } 
^ 
Z :+I AD-:-Z} 2AD-:-2 =2{n(A , : )+n(A ,D-E -2)}+-~{A + 
<~ 2{n(A, : )  + n(A,D - : - 2)}, 
since A :+1 -- (6 -- 1)A D-e-2 <~(2 - 6 )A : + l <<.0, because of D >~ 2: + 3. 
(b) /~=:.  Then # '<~D-  : - 1, D~>2: + 2. Now, for all xE  V:, F+(x) N V: ¢ 0; 
otherwise, we would contradict the definition of the parameter :. This fact implies that 
V~_:_ l =0, since, if there existed a vertex yc  V~_:_ 1, we would have that, for all 
x E V:, d(x, y)  >1 d(x, F )  + 1 + d(F',  y)  = D. By considering x t E F+(x) N V:, and since all 
the paths from x' to y go through E, we would obtain d(x', y)  = D, which contradicts 
the fact that G is bipartite. 
: D- - : - -2  
n=E IV/I + E 
i=0 j=0 
[V:/I<...R{n(A,g)+n(A,D-:-2)}. [] 
It is interesting to note that, since n >>. m/A, the above theorem also implies the result 
of Corollary 2.4 and hence that of Corollary 2.5 as well. The following corollary 
gives a sufficient condition on the number of vertices for any bipartite digraph to have 
maximum arc-connectivity. 
Corollary2.8. Let G=(V,A) ,  V=UoUU1,  be a bipartite digraph with arc- 
connectivity ;~, order n, maximum and minimum deorees A and 3, respectively, 
diameter D and parameter :. Then, 
,~=6 (f n>( f -1 ){n(A ,E )+n(A ,D- : -2 )} .  
3. Large bipartite graphs 
Let now G = (V,A) be a bipartite graph with order n, maximum degree A, minimum 
degree 6 > 1, diameter D, girth 9, connectivity K, and edge-connectivity 2. Remember 
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that, in this case, the Moore bound for the number of vertices is 
2D, A = 2, 
N(A,D) = 2(A-l)z~-i A ~> 3. 
A-2  ' 
For general graphs Soneoka et al. [17] proved the following implications: 
x <6 ~ n<<,x(A-1) D-1+2, 
2<3 ::~ n<~2{n(A - 1,D-  2 )+ 1}+A - 1. 
They also showed that these conditions are best possible, at least for 2 = x = 6 and 
small values of the diameter. The results involving the girth of a graph G were given 
in [16, 17]. 
f D<~g- 2, g odd, 2=3 if [ D<~g- 1, g odd, 
=6 if [D~<g 3, geven, [D~<g 2, geven. 
These ideas were grouped to derive some sufficient conditions to attain high con- 
necfivity, which improve the above results in some cases see [6, 7]. 
Concerning d-regular bipartite graphs Aider [1] proved the next results. 
x=d i fn>2d(d-  1) D-2 when D~>3; 
2=d i fn>2( (d -1 )D-2+d 2_d)  whenD>1.5. 
As well-known the girth of a bipartite graph must be even. Concerning such a 
parameter, the corresponding results for bipartite graphs were given in [8]: 
D<~g-2  =~ x=6,  D<~g-1  ~ 2---3. 
Next we give some new mixed-type conditions for bipartite graphs to have high 
connectivities, which generally improve the above results. 
Theorem 3.1. Let G=(V,A) ,  V= Uo U U1, be a bipartite graph with connectivity x, 
order n, maximum and minimum degrees A >~ 3 and 6, respectively, diameter D and 
parameter ~. Then, 
x < 6 ~ n<~x{n(A - 1 ,E -  1) +n(A - 1 ,D-  E -  1)}. 
Proof. Let F, V-, V +, ~ and jV' as in Theorem 2.1. Now we need the following 
notation: let F = {fl . . . . .  f~}, 1 ~<a(y~)= IF(j~)N V-I < A; 1 ~< a'(j~)= [F(J~)N V + ] < 
A, where a (~)+ a'(fj.)<~A, that is, al(fy)<.A -a ( fy ) .  For each j~ EF  the follow- 
ing sets are defined, Vi,j={xEVild(x, f j )= i} ,  l~<j~<x, 1~<i~<#. Then, we have 
I~1 ~< ~j~ I~,jl ~< ~ a(~)(~- lY  -~. Similarly for each 1 ~<i~</d, IV/,.'[ ~< Y~]=l a'(fj) 
(3 - 1)'-~ ~< ~j\~(A - a(~))(A - 1) '-1. 
Under the above conditions, it is proved in [5] and also in [8] that if p ~< ~ - 1, then 
IF] =x>~6, contradicting our hypothesis. Hence we can assume #~>d and, therefore, 
/~ ~<#l ~<D - /~<D - d. 
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(a) # >~: + 1, V~_e_ 1 = 0, that is, p' ~<D - : - 2. Then the order n = [ V[ of  G must 
satisfy 
I 
n = E IV~l + E Iv/I + IFI 
i=1 i=1 
/~ 1)i_ 1 #' <~ E E a(f:)(A - + E E (A - a(fj))(A - l) '-~ + 
i=l j=l i=1 j=l 
= ~ a(~)n(A - l ,u  - 1) + ~ (A - a(fj))n(A - 1,~' - 1) + 
j=l  j=l  
<<. x+ xAn(A - 1,D- : -3 )~<x{n(A  - 1 , : -  1 )+n(A  - 1,D- : -  1)}, 
since #~<p'<~D - : - 2, and An(A - 1,D - : - 3)-..< (A - 1)2n(A - 1,D - : - 3)~< 
n( A - 1,D - : - 1), because A >..-3. 
I f  / I V~_¢_ 1 # 0, in the same way as for digraphs by considering y E V~_¢_ 1, we obtain 
that d(x ,y )=D for all xE  F u and so g=:+l .  Hence, F (x )C  F¢, F (y )C  F~_¢_ 2. This 
fact implies that IF¢+11 ~<[(A - 1)/6]IF: I, IF~_¢_l[ ~<[(A - 1)/6] IVz~_:_21. Therefore, 
d D--d--2 
n=E[V/ [+ E IZ / l+ iF l+[V :+ l l+ lV~- : -x l  
i=1 i=1 
: D-d--2 
<~ E ~ a(f j)(A -1 )  i - '+  ~_~ E (A -a ( f J ) ) (A -1 )  '-1 
i=1 j=l  i=1 j=l 
+tc+~l{~a( f j ) (A - l ) :+(A-a( f j ) ) (A -1 )D- : -2} j= l  
The right-hand side of the above relation is maximized by setting a(~)  = 1, due to 
: ~< D - : - 2. Hence, 
n <~ x{n(A - 1 , : -  1 )+n(A  - 1 ,D-d -2)}+ ~{(A - 1 ) t+(A  - 1) D- : - I}  
<~ x{n(A - 1 , : -  1) + n(A - 1 ,D-  : -  1)}, 
since n(A - 1,D - : - 2) + ~{(A - 1)e + (A - 1) D- : - l}  =n(A - 1,D - ( - 1) + 
1 )¢ 3{(A-  1 - (6 -1 ) (A -1)D-e -1}<~n(A-1 ,D- ( -1 ) .  
(b) When # = : ,  similar to digraphs, we have F(x)N V¢ # 0 and then V~_: = 0. 
Therefore, 
: ~c D--:--I ~¢ 
n <~EEa( f j ) (4 -m)  i-'+ E E(A-a ( f J ) ) (A -  I) i-I+ 
i=1 j=l  i=1 j=l 
<~ £ a(f j)n(A - 1, :  - 1) + ~ (A - a(f j ))n(A - 1,D - ( - 2) + K. 
j=l j=l 
This expression is maximized when a ( J ) )=  1, since now : ~<D - ¢ - 1. Then, 
n<~tc{n(A - 1 , : -  1) + n(A - 1,D- : -  1)}. [] 
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Remembering that for bipartite graphs 2 f+2 = g, the above theorem can be rewritten 
as 
~c<3~n<<,tc{n(A- l ,~)+n(A-1 ,D-~)} .  
Corollary 3.2. Let G=(V,A), V= Uo U U1, be a bipartite graph with connectivity x, 
order n, maximum and minimum degrees A >t 3 and 3, respectively, diameter D and 
girth g. Then, 
~¢=~ if n>(3-1){n(A- l ,O~24)+n(A- l ,D -2)  } .  
The following theorem gives an upper bound on the number of  vertices for any 
bipartite graph G with edge-connectivity 2 < 3, the proof is analogous to Theorem 2.7 
and therefore it is not given here. 
Theorem 3.3. Let G = (V,A), V= UoU Ul, be a bipartite graph with edge-connectivity 
2, order n, maximum and minimum degrees A and 3, respectively, diameter D and 
parameter f. Then, 
2<3 =~ n<<,2{n(A-1 ,E )+n(A-1 ,D-E -2)} ,  
Corollary 3.4. Let G : (V,A), V= UoUUI, be a bipartite graph with girth g, diameter 
D, order n, maximum and minimum degrees A >13 and 6, respectively, and edge- 
connectivity 2. Then, 
2=6 i fn>(3-1){n(A- l ,O~22)+n(A-1 ,D-g -4  1)}  
2 
Therefore, any bipartite graph with diameter three is maximally edge-connected. 
(From Corollary 2.8, the result also applies for bipartite digraphs.) This result was first 
given by Plesnik and Znhm [14] and, in the case of  digraphs, by Fiol and F~brega [5]. 
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